
Name: SHARK SOFTSHELL JACKET Code: MC2564Z9 MC25 CLOTHING - HARDWEAR SERIES

Description

Cutting-edge stretchable jacket with outer made of Softshell fabric, 96% 
polyester, 4% spandex with TPU membrane that provides excellent 
performance in terms of thermal insulation, breathability and comfort, 
weight 350 g/mĮ.
Microfleece four-way stretch and high-performance inner lining allows the 
sweat to be expelled much faster than standard lining;

Features:
- Heavy duty central closure with anti-tangle and windproof inner flap and 
water repellent YKKÈ zipper.
- Two lined side pockets with water repellent zippers, one pen holder and 
concealed badge holder.
- One inner phone pocket with zip and with a hole for passing through the 
earpieces;
- Two oversized inner pockets in mesh fabric with VelcroÈ fastening able 
to hold tablets up to 10" or large items securely and comfortably;
- Ergofit, modern cut with preformed sleeves designed to follow the arms' 
natural movement;
- Reinforcements in Ripstop stretch fabric on the most exposed areas to 
wear-and-tear.
- Drawcord adjustment at bottom hem for perfect fit;
- Windproof stretch inner cuffs with thumb hole;
- Reflex piping for extra visibility in low light conditions;
- Tested for harmful substances according to Oeko-TexÈ Standard 100.

Category Colours Available Sizes

 I BLACK XS - 4X

Quantity/Carton EC Standards Important Information

10

Logistics, Transport, Warehousing, Construction, 
Maintenance, Cleaning and Handling, Light 
Industry, Agribusiness.

Keep in a cool dry place, far from heat sources 
and direct light. Make sure the garment is in good 
condition, undamaged and clean before use. Once 
you become aware of a damage, you should 
immediately replace it.

We recommend to follow the washing instructions.

Dexterity Storage and cleaning
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